Welcome –
Introduce Members of the Council (Attendance)
Katie Clark, Nicole Porter, Chantel Olsen, Kylie Jones, Brenda Shamo, Garrett York,
Diana Payne, Vanessa Park, Sherry Talbert, Bobby Jones, Teri Daynes, Amber Elliott

Approved Minutes from Sept

Land trust Amendments – We have enough students that we do not need Land trust funds for FTE. Instead we would like to pay for more paras, pay for more book bags, pay for substitutes for the teachers to attend the Leadership conference, and pay for a social studies newspaper for 5th grade. We would also like to pay for teacher manuals for some of the reading programs we already have in place. All of these amendments were motioned, seconded and voted for unanimously.

Digital literacy – Since Netzmart no longer has the contract to “provide for education and awareness on safe technology utilization and digital citizenship that empowers a student to make smart media and online choices” we discussed some of the other resources available. Digital Respons-ability and CyberAlly are two options but they tend to focus more on the higher grades. The plan is to include some digital responsibility training with the “No bullying” education for K-4.

6th grade reconfiguration –
We read through the vision statement presented by Teri Daynes and made a few grammatical adjustments. It was also brought up we should include something about what we will do with the ALC 6th grade students. We also want to include that 6th grade will benefit from more academic opportunities and that their curriculum aligns with the middle school curriculum. A final draft will be sent out for input before it is sent to the district.

We will discuss the results of last year’s plan in Nov.

Safe Walking routes – a concern was brought up that there is a crosswalk at Sun Drive and Misty Way but there is no crossing guard. Since it will probably take a year to get anything changed and the boundary change will adjust things anyway we encourage parents to help their children find the safest route.

Adjourned at 10 AM next meeting will be Nov 14th.